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  In 2008/09, BAFA found it increasingly 
difficult to contract enough hemp farming 
area in Germany.  

  In 2009, we first met Planète Chanvre – a 
group of French farmers- wanting to set up a 
hemp decortication line and looking for  
equipment. Naturally,  
they visited BAFA 



  Good understanding from the beginning and  
after several more meetings in 2009 and 
2010 we agreed on the best solution for both 
parties and clients: 
◦  To combine the agricultural experience and 

enthusiasm of Planète Chanvre with BAFA‘s 
equipment, technical know-how and marketing 
experience.  
◦  To relocate BAFA‘s equipment to France to create 

a win– win– win- Situation for Planète Chanvre, 
BAFA and customers of hemp fibre 



  In 2010, Planète Chanvre farmed 300 ha of 
hemp.  
Harvested it using a newly-built and 
improved version of our dual-purpose 
combine.  
This allows caputre of the full value additon 
from straw and seeds. 





  Beginning in 2011, Planète Chanvre built new 
facilities in Bellevue F- Aulnoy (near Paris) 



  August 2011: BAFA stopped production 
  Sept - Nov 2011: relocation of the entire line 
  Overhaul and Reinstallation of the machinery 
  Installation of a new filter 
  December 2011: start-up of production 
  Since January 2012:  

two-shift operation with very good quality 
and quantity output 







  The company Planète Chanvre (President: 
Patrick Nuyttens) contracts farmers near the 
processing plant.  

  Planète Chanvre is responsible for the 
production and the French market. 

  9 farmer families and Bernd Frank are share 
holders of Planète Chanvre. 



  BAFA Neu GmbH, Malsch, Germany  
Managing directors: Philippe Heusele &Bernd Frank  
is a 100% daughter company of Planète Chanvre. 

  It will serve existing and new customers for hemp fibre 
in markets in Germany and EU:  
◦  Fiber for automotive, insulation and horticulture 
◦  Hurds for animal bedding and construction 
◦  Seed for animal feed and food applications 

   The „old“ BAFA GmbH, Malsch (Directors: Peter 
Muthmann / Bernd Frank)  will change its name to BAVE 
and focus on value-added technical uses for natural 
fibre (Production of specialty fibre pellets for extrusion 
and injection moulding) 















  The cooperation between Planète Chanvre 
and BAFA is a another example of the kind of 
productive and good personal relationships 
between European small and medium size 
companies that hemp has helped create. 


